
THE CRYST_4L STRUCTURE DETERMI&lTION OF .z-C,H,Fe(CO),Xn(CO), 

ISTRODUCTIOS 

In 1960, Abel, Singh and \Vilkinsonr reported “the first carbonyl complex with a 
metal-metal bond between different transition metals”. Sumerous compounds of this 
t?-pe ha\-e since been reported; however. we believe this to be the first reported crystal 
structure determination of such a compound. The structure of z-CsH,Fe(CO) ,Xn(CO), 
first became of interest owing to its relationship to two closely related compounds 
[z-c-C~H~F~(CO),~~ and [Mn(CO)&. The structure of the former, reported by Mike. 
contains two bridging carbonyls and an Fe-Fe bond which appears to be a normal 
covalent bond of length a-49 _A. On the other hand, the structure of the latter, reported 
by Dahl and Rund!3, contains no bridging carbon+ and a rather Iong Mu-Mn bond 
Iength of 2.92 =!. Thus the primary purpose of this in\-estigation was to estabhsh the 
skeletal geometq of the molecule and to determine the Fe-Mn bond length. 

ESPERIXESTAL 

The compound used in this S-ray investigation was prepared b_v King, Treichel 
and Stonea from the reaction of SaJIn(CO), with rr-C,H,Fe(CO),I. SingIe crystals 
were grown in this laboratory by vacuum sublimation at about 40~. Xounting of the 
cr\-stals in thin-walled, Lindemann glass capillaries was necessar!. owing to the 
instability of the compound in air. 

The red, platelike crystals were found, from systematic estinctions, to have 
space gro-up symmetry P z,jb. The unit cell parameters obtained from precision 
measurements using a General Eiectric single crystal orienter are as follows: 

l.l= ;-2zo = 0.006 _A b = 30.3s~ & 0.00s :i 

t = 12.~QS = 0.00: _k ;’ = 90.21 & 0.10’ 

the CaIcuIated density of I-SO g/cc, based on eight molecules per unit cell, compares 
favorably with the observed density of I.$ g/cc, found by the flotation method using 
a ZnC1, solution. 

\jX-rin a 30 sphere of approximately 145”. complete three-dimensional ;X-ray 
diffraction intensity data were taken with V-filtered Cr-radiation, utilizing a General 
Electric SRD-5 X-ray unit equipped with a goniostat and scintillation counter. The 
measurements were made using a one hundred second, 3rja degree - 20 scan with a 
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8-A) coupling. Although about 1700 independent intensities were recorded, one hun- 
dred refktions, suspect of significant error dueto non characteristic radiation, together 
with about fo*ur hundred “unobserved” reff e&ions were not included in the subsequent 
computations. The intensities were corrected for Lorentz and polarization factors, 
crystal and capillary absorption, and crvstaf decomposition. The crystal from which 
the intensity data were obtained had a &ear absorption coefficient of S3_g cm-l and 
the general dimensions of 023 :,: 0.10 :-’ 0.16 mm. Xn absorption correction program 
for pal!-hedral cstals. adapted from one originail- written by Busing and Lex-y, 
was used to make this correction_ 

STRCCTtTRE DETERMISATIOS 

The presence of eight molecule in a unit cell with space group s>-mmetq of 
order four requires two c~staIIographicalI- independent molecules. \Vith each 
mofecuIe containing one manganese, one iron, twelve carbon and seven oxygen atoms, 
the structure contains 126 independent positional parameters (neglecting hydrogen 
atoms} plus temperature factors. 

The positions of two of the heal? atoms were obtained from an analysis of the 
HaAx sections of a sharpened Patterson map. V-sing these two atoms to determine 
the signs. an electron-density map was computed which revealed the positions of the 
two remaining heavy atoms in the asymmetric unit. The positions of the twelve 
Harker and twenty-four non-Harker peaks corresponding to these four heavy atoms 
were subsequent@ verified in the sharpened Patterson map. The positions of the 
carbon and oxygen atoms were then obtained by employing con\-entiona! “heal-- 
atom” techniques. 

_I full matris least-squares refinement was initiated with the four heave atoms 

being ref%d anisotropical!_v and the thirty-eight lighter atoms being refined ho- 
tropically. The computations were performed on an IBM 7074 computer_ Following 
several cn-cles of least-squares refinement a difference electron-density map wras 
computed which reveakd some maxima in positions con&tent with the cyclopenta- 
dien_vE ring hyirogens_ The poGtio= of the h!-drogens were then calculated, assuming 
a C-H distance of 1.0 _A and inckded. although not varied, in the ensuing refinement_ 
_4ko included at this point WCS an anomalous dkpersion correction (real part only) of 
the iron and manganese scattering factors- 

Foliowing several additional cycles of full matrix Ieast-squares refinement, a 
final agreement factor, R = Z : i F,, I - i Fc I 1 /Z ‘F,, 1. of 0.06q KLZG obtained. 

DISCL‘SSIOS 

The molecular structure ofx-C,H5Fe(CO)JIn(CO)S is shown in Fig. I. The cTstal 
siructure consists of discrete mokcules which ma>- be envisioned as the adducts of the 
monomeric formsofdi?lan,~tiedecac;ubon_1. ~Xn(CO),~,,anddi-rrc_\-clopentadienyl- 
diiron tetracarbon_vl, [.x-CsH,Fe(CO) & ?, with the two moieties held together solely 
by an Fe-Jfn bond of length z-S43 -1. 

The structure unambiguously contains no bridging carbonyls, a finding which 
is entirely consistent with the absence of any carbonyl bands in the bridging C-O 
region of the infrared spectrum obtained by Ring, Treichel and Stone* (using a C&l, 
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solution) or by the authors (using a Ccl, solution)_ Any assumption that one or more 
of the carbonyis is a bridging carbonyl, would necessitate a metai-carbon bond length 
of at least 2-99 _k (the shortest metal to carbonyl carbon “nonbonded” distance) 
compared to the usuai value of about 1-85 _A. Regarding the metal-metal linkage, the 
structure is therefore quite simiiar to the Nn,(CO),, structure and quite unlike the 
[z-C5H5Fe(CO) -j t structure. 

Fig. I. ne molecuk~~ ~~~f?gurati~n of rr-~HjFe(CO)=1\fn(CO),- 

As would seem reasonable, the equatorial carbongls in Xn,(CO),, assume a 
highly symmetrical staggered conformation ; however, as can be seen (Fig. a), the 
equatorial carbonyls in z-C,H,Fe(CO)2Mn(CO)5 assume a conformation which is 

Fig. 2. The conformations of the two c-q-stallogrzphicaliy independent mclecules of .-r-C,H,Fe(CO),- 
JIn(CO)5. 

neither perfectly staggered nor eclipsed. If the iron moiety were rotated about the 
Fe-Jln bond. such that the iron and manganese carbonyls assume a perfectly staggered 
conformation, atom C, (the ring carbon atom which is in closest proximity to the 
manganese moiety and its associated hydrogen) would be eclipsed by one of the 
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man,mese equatorial carbonyls. In like manner, a conformation in which atom C, 
is perfectlv staggered. results in the eclipsing of the iron car-bonyls. Surprisingly. the 
two crystalIo,anphica~Iy independent moIecuks do not assume identical conformations. 
The difference in the amount of the rotation about the metal-metal bond appears to be 
approximateI>- seven degrees_ -apparently the eneraT minimum is broad and the 
environrnentai differences are sufficient to produce significant differences in the inter- 
moiecukr forces, thus leading to the conformational disparit_v. 

The arrangement of the carbon>% about the manganese atom in this structure is 
virtuaJ.ly identical to that found in the Mn,(CO), structure_ In both structures there 
are four equatorial carbonyls whose Mn-C distance is significantly longer than that 
of a lone asial (or apicalj carbon_vI. The values of the averages for these two distances 
in rr-G,H,Fe(CO),Xn(CO), are respective@ 1.S~5 -4 and r-749 _A, while those reported 
for Xn,(COj i0 are r-S3 A and 1-79 _A_ _Uthough the equatorial X-r-C distances compare 
vee- fa\-orabib-, the axial Jfn-C distant= diZer by approximately 0.04 _A. It is reason- 
able that these two distances wouId differ, since the species which are fratrs to the axial 
carbon+s, i.e. _AL$i,Fe(CO),- and JIn(CO),. have not only a different chemical 
composition. but also occupv a slightlv different position relative to the asiaI carbonyl. 
Hn this structure the Fe-l\fn-C, z&e has an average value of 16S.g” whereas the 
corrsponding Un-Mn-&angle in JIn,(CO) i,, equaIs, within experimental error, 150~. 
Possibly this “bent” Fe-Mn bond (probably resulting from the repulsive forces 
between the two iron carbon>-Is and the two man ganese carbonyls in closest proximity) 
produces a weaker Fe-JIn bond and consequentI!: a stronger Mn-C bond. 

It should aIso be noted that the average a__al C-O bond in this structure is an 
extremel- long x-195 _A, while the average equatorial C-O bond is a normal 1.156 _-\. 
Generally with metal carbon_vls, one finds that as the metal-carbon bond order 
increases, the carbon+s>-gen bond order decreassc;. This would lead one to expect a 
Iengthened axial C-O distance to accomp,any the shortened asial Sk-C bond Iength. 
Elntertitingly, Dahl and RundIe detected no such dif&ence in JIn,(CO) r,,, but Baiiey 
and DahI” recentIy reported an ex-en greater &pa&- in the technetium analog 

Tc,(COj 10, in which the average equatorial C-O distance was 1.12 _-i while the axial 
distance was 1.20~ _%_i_I Since a carbonyl bond length of 1_xgz _& approaches that 
espected for a bridging carbon-1 group.one might expect that an infrared spectrum 
would show an absorption peak in or near the bridgin g carbon>-1 stretching frequency 
range of approsimateb- 1730 to ~573 cm-‘. Examination of the pre\-iously mentioned 
infrared spectrum ho\ve\*er, reveds the existence of no peaks with a frequent>- lower 
than 1944 cm-i. But, it should be emphasized that such a bond Ien,oth is not ruled out 
b_v this evidence, since the absorption frequency is certainI>- not a function of inter- 
atomic distance alone. 

It is unlikely that the long C-O distance and the veF short axial Mn-C distance 
are mere& the result of random errors in the asial carbon positional parameters, since 
there are two cr@a.hographicali~- independent mofecules in this structure, and the 
two values for each of these two distances differ by no more than 0.00~ .i. as can be 
seen in Table 3_ Almittedly a systematic error could be responsib!e for these atypical 
re>dts- Dahi and Rund!P noted that an anisotropic refinement resulted in a rather 
large shift of the axial carbon atom in Mn,(COj,, from the position found by an iso- 
tropic refinement; howex-er. most likeI>- the anisotropy of the manganese atom rather 
than that of the carbon atom was responsible for this shift. Xnd, although the light 
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TABLE 1 

Fe o..$zrz 0.1361 0.3160 0.000~1 o.ooooS 0.00021 
Mn 0.3536 0_2Z=jj 0.3705 0.000~3 0.0000s 0.00022 
Fe' 0.0749 0.02sg 0.7334 O.Ooo+~ 0.0000s O-000? I 
3In' 0.1461 o.116~ o.Sr.46 0.000+2 0.0000s O.OOO2I 

Fe 
G 
?Jn 
G 
FC' 
G 

MI-l' 

G 

0.02sg 
0.00*2 

0.0260 
0.00091 
0.0309 
o.ooogo 
0.02+ 

o.cmo90 

0.0013 
o.oooo~ 
0.0010 
0.0000.J 
0.0010 
0.0000~ 
0.0010 
O.OOOO.+ 

0.00~~ 

0.000~3 
o.ooso 
0.000~s 
0.0057 
o.ooo'L I 
0.00=J7 
o.ooo-3 

0.OQ0g 

0.000 ‘_t 

-0.000~ 

o.ooorq 
-0.000s 
0.00013 

4.000~ 
o.ooor3 

-o.oor~ 
0.0003i 

-0.0009 
0.00039 
0.0006 
0.00037 

-O.OOOS 

0.00O~g 

893 

--0.0001 

0.0000~ 

0.000; 

0.0000s 
-0.0002 

0.0ao0~ 

0.000 I 

O.OOOOS 

0 U~~ptimd atoms =efc‘r to molecule L and primed tO molecule 2. b AnisOtrOpic temperature 

factors of the form: esp ( -hzJll - k2,fL, -l=&, - 2 II&?,= - 1 hlg13 - 2 kl$,,). 

atoms in the x-C,H,Fe(CO)zMn(CO), -t 3 ructure received onl>- an isotropic refinement, 

the heap-y atoms were refined anisotropically. 
As in the structure of Xn,(CO) 10, it was aIso found that the manganese equatorial 

carbon-k in this structure are bent inward towards the other half of the molecule 
such that the manganese atoms Iie respectiveiy o.r~G ,-\ and 0.10~ _k out of the ieast- 
squares plane fitted to atoms C,, C,, C, and C7 in each independent molecule. [Dahl and 

RundIe reported this distance to be 0.13 .A in Xn,(CO),,.> The average value of the 
eight Cn,Sln-Cc,, angles is 93_4’_ Since the equatorial carbon\-Is are all bent inward 
coward the iron moiet>-, one might expect ail of the ax-&es defined by two adjacent 
equatorial carbon atoms and a manganese atom (at the vertex), i.r. GrMn-Cep, to 
be acute; however. one of these angles in each molecule, the C1-Mn-C, angle, is 
obtuse. The txo values of this angle are 92.3” and 93-7” ~‘EYSIIS an average S2~7~ 

for the other&s members of the set. This effect is apparently due to the close prosimity 
of the c_vciopenta&ien_vl ring (see Figs.. I and z)_ It may be seen in Table 4 that angles 
Fe_Jln-CA and Fe-Mn-C, are significantly smaller than angles Fe-Xn-C, and Fe- 
Mn-C,. 

Although the JIn-C-O angles all appear to be within experimental error of 
ISO=, the Fe-C-O angles range from 169.5” to 173-g”; apparent$- this non-linearity 

tends to masimize certain critical intramolecular and intermolecular distances. 
Concerning the equivalency of the C-C bond lengths and of the Fe-G,, 

distances, early in the analysis of the results of this cc-stal structure determination, 
the authors noted a marked ordering of the deviations of the individual C-C and 
Fe-&ins distances from their respective mean values_ As may be seen in Table 3, in 
both molecules. the C,C, distance is the longest, the C.&Z,, and C,,--C,, distances are 
respectkely the second and third longest, while the C&,, and C,,-C, diitances are 
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TABLE 2 
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(A) RSSL LIGKT ATOM ATOYIC PAR_AXETERS 

O..S@ o-1433 
0. r:js o.r432 
023.44 0.12s S 
0.1~13 0.1151 

0-353s 0.2QZ.Z 

o-3503 O-j?09 

o-5159 0.2Z66 
O.MX~ 0:’ 122 

0. c999 0212S 
O.POIZ 02063 
0. KS26 O.ZZ?j 
0.0~;~ 0.255~ 
0.50;3 o.zzgo 
cxbOoj2 O-23 Ii 

o_;x=jo O.l_glO 

O.C’_fSg 0.1133 
O_SjS 6 o.oj-s3 
0.&8+ O.OS~S 
0.6661 o.rz3S 

0.2z;g o.orjg 

O-3335 -O.-3 
0.2+30 0.03s; 
0.3636 0.041 i 

0_1*g; 0.1699 
0.X.$14 02oh6 

C*’ -0.0~0; 

0,’ -0. I.603 
. 

2, 
0.3’03 

c: 
o.jrgr 

0.3391 

“6’ O.$5OS 

C’ 
02 

-0_0>9~ 
--o. IO93 

2: 
4.2 191 
--ais* 

c * 
C:: 

-n.c663 
-0.&;g 

c * I= --=59-s 

0.126g 

O-1345 
o. 1296 
0.~3SS 

0.0396 
O.ogIO 

0.0957 
o.oS32 

O-0344 
0.026.: 

-0.0146 
~.03& 
-0.000; 

02071 i-02 

O.IjjI S.Q 
0.4013 _&so 
0459I 6.63 
0.3910 S.01 
0.4OfS 10.23 
0.462s 6.06 
0.5334 _i_X 

o&OS 6.03 
o.jjr I s-13 
02Sz+ 6-77 
0.2’71 9-05 
0.2546 i-75 
O_IiSs g.02 
O-3259 6.Oj 

o-+94 6-w 
0.3550 6.555 
O_‘& 7.15 
022Si ~.QcJ 

OSj26 

0.9135 
0.6599 

O-j957 
O.Si;I 
o.gogz 
0.7310 
0.672X 
0_‘7IgO 
O-65.$+ 
0.9107 
0.9665 

o.grg3 

O-9943 
0.;601 
0.65’; 
0.65 15 

O-i554 
OS230 

d.Oj 

i-30 
6-33 
S2S 

5.90 
Y-53 
6-25 

i-75 
6.46 
Y-73 

5-I-I 
7-19 

212 

6.;; 
6.~35 
7-O’ 
6.7s 

7-35 

(8) _‘X-EZAGF, ST_xSDMtD DE\-LITIOSS OF FISAL LIGHT ATOX _ITOUIC PARUIETEFS 

o.ooo;s 0.001;2 o-go 
O.OOXS o--43 O.oOI I3 O-69 

C (md o.oOzps 0.00061 0.0orj6 0.92 
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TABLE S 

(_A) ISTERATOUIC DISTASCES (_$) 

A foms 

l\In-Fe 
Fe-C, 

Fe-c, 
Mn-C, 

Jfn-C, 
mP-C, 
JIn-C, 
JIn-c, 

Fe-c, 
Fe-c, 
Fe-C,, 

Fe-C,, 
Fe-Czt 

_IIolecule 1 _-I toms 

SS+5 
r-726 

* -7w 
I _i=jo 
1_s1g 
ISI9 

I-S33 
I-S33 
-1.131 
2.101 

Log6 

-2.07s 

2.102 

Molecule I XoZenrle 2 

I.217 1.1gS 

I.129 r-170 

I-I94 1.19; 

1.1&i I.159 

I.I$i 1.160 

I.152 1.153 
I-IS0 I.150 

I.421 ‘439 

I-413 I._$10 

1.3Sa I .3ss 

I-395 I-407 
I.3i4 I.396 

(B) .AVERACE ISDIVIDUAL STASD.1RD DEVIATIOPS ASD AVERAGE ISTER_aTOXIC DISTASCES 

_ 

_+ toms _~r'zrage c drtragc dist. 

0.00~ “S43 
0.025 I.715 
0.015 I-i-49 
0.026 1.S2g 

0.02; z.ro_$ 

0.023 I.169 

0.02; I.195 

0.0-23 1.156 

0.023 I.165 

0.029 I.403 

I3OSD _XSGLES _&SD A\-ER_AGE ST_ISD_\RD DE\-LXTIOSS 

_4foms SIOC. I JfoZ. 2 Sfd. dn. -4 tows _lIoZ. I SIOI. -1 Std. dez. 

F~+C,-G, 
Fe-G-O. 
lIn-&-6, 
m-C,-o, 
1\L n-G-0, 
JIn-C,-O, 
JIn-C;-0; 
Xn-Fe-C, 
3ln-Fe-C= 
Fe-Mn-C, 

Fe-al-c, 
Fe-MXl-C, 
FeAIn-C, 
Fe-Xn-C, 
Cl-Fe-C, 

16g.5= 
173.1” 

177.g- 

r;;.r s 

.3 
‘;;A 

r;g.6-- 

1+.=j= 

Z= 33 
D 

rdS.d= 

S3.0’ 
Q=j_X’ 

g1.y” 

76.Za 
94-9" 

173-S” 

‘;3-9= 
r7S.6” 
17S.6~ 
I;i.-6= 

.- 
177-Z- 
179.1” 

Sg.0’ 

S6.0’ 
x6g.P 

So.+’ 

2::: 

7S.3" 
94-F 

C,-Mn-C, 
C,-XLn-C, 
CJ-JIn-C, 
C,-Jln-C1 
C,-Mn-C, 
C,-1\Ln-C, 
C,-1\In-C, 
C+l\ln-C, 
C,-Mn-C, 
C,-1\In-C, 

C&-% 
cn-c~a+I 
Cd%-Cl, 
C,,-Cc-C, 
C,Z-G-G 

93-o’ 
954= 
9’-9Y 

;‘:;; 
s3.go 
qo.x= 
92.3” 

173.5Q 

l;l.ZZO 

105.6” 

107-S” 

1og.S’ 

106.5” 

I I0.Z” 

w-6= I-O0 
g32C I.00 

92.80 1.0” 

;;I’: I .o” 

i- I.OO 

Sg.gC I-O0 

Si.3" 1.0” 

93-7O I.OO 

173.5= c-9” 
173-o” I.OO 

107.6’ 1-90 
107__+’ 2.0C 

1oq.s= 2.1 c 

107.6~ 1.1’ 

107_5’ =.oC 

- - 
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T_XBLE 3 

OBSEH\-ED ASD CALCCL.+TfD STRWZiURE F.tCTOKS 

The three columns consist of R. IOF,,, ad XOF,. 

cc c 8. II. -,,a 
I? .2* -UC 
x 1,. -11 
II 354 395 

21 i 

2 t., UC 
3 2CI -*,a 
. ,*tt INS 
s 1212 ,24c 
. tst tat 
1 2,. 21* 
t 222 -I.) 
. II. --I.2 
1.2 *x2 .t. 

IS 1 

1 IC” --II231 
1 **t* 2211 
. l .1 -..t 
t tt2 LII 
1 IX -1.5 

31 1 

I II2 -1.L 
2 t,r -Jll 
4 .1, -at, 
5 3.f 9,2 
7 ,I. 224 
l tn XL 

12 I., 
11 2.. :^, 
1. 2.C 211 
15 set -HI 
I. 32t 
12 2.5 E 
I. 2.t 
2s 221. Z 

1 = It 

1 .,.I -2.2 
2 32, -?I, 
1 211 2et 
, ,te 1.1 
c 53 -2, 

21 c 

2 ,x -51, 
. I.2 ¶X 
c I,.1 -WI, 
I I., *, 

LC tt1 -t*. 
,z II.1 --LIZ.* 
II t.c -‘.1 

15 2.. 11% 
x . . . r2, 

21 2.. rn‘ 
22 .,* -.I, 
23 I.1 -,f. 
2. .ll -.*2 
2, I., 213 

es 2 

,r. 

2‘2 

I ..‘I ‘1, 



1. 3.1 .I. 
I? 2C1 -2.c 
L. 122 I,C 

0 ,,I -5.1 
2 313 311 

--L x 1 

2 112 ?SC 
. Z?, -2,s 
5 3.. -3. 
. ,,F -,x 
9 xc 2C? 

-2 I 1 

* 1.1, 1.1, 
. ,.. -5.2 

le I?. --1x, 
II l ?c -et. 
12 SIC -.C? 
1, l I, .?I 
I. .,c. -.z. 
I5 21, 2e* 
I# ,2, --3.? 
1. .I, -1.C 
2L ,a, .*3 
22 121 -1.3 

-2 L . 

;: 3:: --L.? 
. xc 

If 2.a -I,? 
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the shortest_ X similar pattern also e-x&s within the set of ten Fe-&,, distances_ 
(It shomd be noted that neither ring deviates significantly from perfect planarity_ The 
mzxxirnurn deviation of a carbon ztom from the least-squares pkne is O.OII -4 and the 
a\-emge deviation is only o.oo6 i!.) 

Since there have been reports of other structures of this type in which these 
distances were not equivalent, the esistence of non-equivalent C-C and Fe-&,9 
distances in this structure would certainly not be surprising. Theoretical e_xplanations 
which might account for these bonds being chemically non-equivalent have been given 
by DahI and n’eis, employing a simple valence bond approach and by Burnett et QZ.:. 
using 2 mo!ecuk orbital treatment_ 

Nevertheless, the authors feel that the magnitudes of the differences detected 
in this structure are not huge enough for firm conchrsions to be drawn. And it is 
conceivable that these results might merely be due to steric or packing effects or to 
some systematic error. 
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computations 

The crystal structure of.-r-C,H,Fe(CO),JIn(CO),. has been determined by singIe- 
cryst4 S-ray diffraction methods. Eight molecules crystallize in a inonoclinic unit cell 
with dimensions a = ‘~_EZO 5 o.oo6, b = 30-387 & o.ooS. c = rz.498 i 0.002 -4 and 

y = go-21 2 O.IO~_ The space group symmetry is PzJb. Fuh matris feast-squares 
rehnement with Fe and JIn atoms anisotropic, resulted in a final R value of 6-4:; for 
1201 “ob_w-ed” reffections. The _7-C5H5Fe(CO),Jln(CO)5 mokcules contain a JIn-Fe 
bond of Ien,@ z&3 2 o.004 ..A and no bridging carbon+_ Both metal atoms ma>- be 
envisioned as having d&or-ted octahedral coordination_ The six sites about the iron 
atoms are occupied by two carbony groups, the manganese atom, and the cyclo- 
pentzdienyi ring (which essentizll- occupies three sites) ; about the manganese ztoms 
there are five carbonyi groups and the iron atom. 
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